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ABSTRACT


Australia has more than 70,000 kilometres of coastline, 7000 km of those in Queensland. The beach has long occupied a special place in the Australian identity. The beaches are not only important to the Australian people but they are also a highly valuable tourist resource and with the number of tourists visiting the Gold Coast steadily increasing each year, determining their carrying capacity is an essential factor for their effective use and management. This study explored the concept of social carrying capacity, as well as the way Gold Coast beaches are used by locals and visitors. For the social carrying capacity concepts, several user counts using beach web camera images and more than 160 personal interviews were conducted at four different Gold Coast beaches, exploring coastal perception and beach usage. Preliminary results have revealed details including that while the majority of people surveyed thought beach crowds were perfect in their current state, 79% of the remaining respondents indicated carrying capacity had already been exceeded; that is that with Gold Coast beaches were perceived as either over-crowded or that they could do with fewer people. Through the analysis of interviews with beach users during April, 2006 and previously with University students in 2005, this paper explores the perception of beach users, with the aim of creating an understanding of their behaviour and attitudes and liaising with them in future planning and management processes used by local councils.
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INTRODUCTION

Beach carrying capacity is a term used for the measurement of how many people can fit comfortably on a beach. It is a fundamental concept in natural resources and environmental management, which refers to the ultimate limits to growth as constrained by environmental factors (MANNING 1999). Studies on the carrying capacity of beaches have been conducted over the years but little work has focused on Australian beaches. This paper presents new knowledge on the current management and measurement techniques used in Australia to determine beach usage and carrying capacity.

Present-day use of the carrying capacity term can be applied to the sustainability of the coastal tourism industry. According to CLARK (1996), the carrying capacity within a beach environment can be viewed from two different aspects. In one sense, carrying capacity refers to the limitations on the number of people who can use the area at any given time for different purposes. On the other hand, carrying capacity refers to a certain threshold of people activity beyond which damage to the environment will occur.

The main limitation of the carrying capacity concept is its application to determine use limits. The relationship between resource use levels, management and the impacts of use is neither simple nor uniform. User limits may be avoided or made more effective by alternative management solutions such as user education, investment in user facilities and other strategies designed to enhance the sustainability of resource use. However, before these management solutions can be structured and applied, the beach usage and users must be determined for individual locations.

Study Area

The Gold Coast region (Figure 1) is famous for its sun, surf and sand. The region spans across 1402 square kilometres and features over 70 kilometres of beautiful coastline from South Stradbroke Island to Rainbow Bay (GCC, 2005). The subtropical climate, attractive surf beaches and savvy marketing have attracted millions of domestic and international tourists and a large industry has arisen to support them.

The pocket beaches studied in this paper are located at the southern end of the Gold Coast and, being among the most popular for coastal tourism and in very high demand during the summer and holiday months. Although the study area is relatively small (approximately 15 kilometres long) it is possible to find a diversity of situations that differentiate the existing beaches significantly (Table 1).
Table 1: Main characteristics of the beaches (* Photo source GCCC Website, 2005) Location of these beaches are presented in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beaches</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Kirra Beach*</td>
<td>• Excellent conditions for experienced surfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extensive sand stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gentle swimming conditions at North Kirra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Surf club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Life guards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited kerbside parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Coolangatta/Greenmount Beach*</td>
<td>• Protected beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Beachside cafes and shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Life guards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gentle surf conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Two-hour car park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rainbow Bay</td>
<td>• Extensive sandy beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sheltered swimming area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Children’s playground and bbq facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Short walk to shops and facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Surf club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Life guards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited kerbside parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Burleigh Heads</td>
<td>• Excellent surf conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International surfing competition venue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Beachside cafes and shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Children’s playground and bbq facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Walking paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Surf Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Life guards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
METHOD

In order to determine the perception of carrying capacity on Gold Coast beaches, a questionnaire was used in 2005, as part of a preliminary perception survey of Gold Coast beaches. The survey was conducted with a group of approximately 65 Griffith University students, using the original but translated version of the Portuguese survey (DA SILVA, 1998). The survey was conducted using first year engineering students. Although this was a major limitation, it could also be seen as an advantage as many of these young engineering students are the future employees in the construction and management fields in Queensland. Their views of the coast could be seen as the way of the future.

The original Portuguese survey, although effective, was not suitable for use on Gold Coast beaches. With limited demographics and lengthy survey duration time (taking approximately 16-minutes to complete) a modified version of the questionnaire was designed. The questionnaire was adapted to include a combination of open and closed questions in order to understand how the beach was perceived and used by the public and to determine users’ likes and dislikes regarding the coast as well as their hopes for the future of the Gold Coast region.

The modified assessment of beach perception and usage at four different Gold Coast beach locations (see Table 1), was carried out through more than 160 personal interviews with beach users during April, 2006. Respondents were chosen at random from areas along the beach, including walkways, parks and shops. Participants were not selected from the beach itself so as not to disturb their day at the beach but were approached as they arrived or were leaving the area.

Weather conditions changed significantly during the survey, which is a very important factor for beach use. Surveying was undertaken only during favourable weather conditions: average temperature was 25.7°C, and average daily rainfall was 1.4mm (ABM, 2006). Surveys were conducted from 9:00 am each morning, with an average of two hours spent interviewing as these hours matched the period when visitors to the beach were most active. This assessment was made by reviewing past images from the Gold Coast City Councils web cameras operating on six Gold Coast beaches.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The users enthusiastically welcomed the survey with only a limited number of people refusing to participate. The average duration of each interview was approximately 5-minutes, an improvement on the original survey’s 16 minute duration. The open-ended questions allowed participants to discuss the topics in question demonstrating that the population shows great interest in the current and future state of the Gold Coast area.

Where the questions used were the same or similar, statistically analysed results from 2005 and 2006 were combined. The assessment of beach perception is based on the analysis of four questions from the 25 question survey: The first question related to the number of people present at the beach during their visits (Figure 2); with answers ranging from “over-crowded” to “could accommodate more people”, with the middle response indicating the user felt comfortable with the number of people they usually encounter on the beach.

This question produced surprising results with 37% of respondents stating that there were too many people on the beach, or that it could do with fewer people, depending on the time of year. This indicates that the carrying capacity of selected Gold Coast beaches has already started to be exceeded. 55% of respondents stated that the number of people on the beach was currently perfect but with 52% of respondents expecting an increase in population and development along the Queensland coast the perfect beach capacity would also be expected to change.

The second question related to the assessment made by beach users regarding the different aspects of the beach they visit including the distance travelled, parking, traffic, access, shops, tourism, cleaning, management, activities, lifeguards, surf conditions, natural beauty and privacy. Participants’ privacy was considered an important factor when choosing a beach to visit with the middle response indicating the user felt comfortable with the number of people they usually encounter on the beach.

The question produced surprising results with 37% of respondents stating that there were too many people on the beach, or that it could do with fewer people, depending on the time of year. This indicates that the carrying capacity of selected Gold Coast beaches has already started to be exceeded. 55% of respondents stated that the number of people on the beach was currently perfect but with 52% of respondents expecting an increase in population and development along the Queensland coast the perfect beach capacity would also be expected to change.
increasing population and popularity of Gold Coast beaches privacy was not possible or expected but would be preferred.

The last two questions used to analyse beach perception related to participants’ choice of favourite and least favourite beach for a holiday. Participants were provided with photographs of six different beaches and asked to choose which they preferred most and least. Beach F, the most popular holiday destination with 43%, was chosen for its privacy and seclusion as well as its natural beauty. Beach B was the least popular with 45%, and was closely followed by Beach A with 36%, with respondents commenting on the beaches lack of privacy and large crowds. This sort of exercise shows the types of beaches people in Queensland prefer, adding to their perception that Gold Coast beaches are crowded and lack the privacy people would like on their visits to the beach.

### CONCLUSION

Determining the types of users and beach uses is an important factor in determining an area's carrying capacity as it can aid the implementation of strategies to help maintain the population and the potential impacts on its surrounding environment.

Survey work on the Gold Coast revealed some interesting results, including that the majority of people surveyed thought beach crowds were perfect in their current state. More than half of the remaining respondents indicated carrying capacity had already been exceeded, with Gold Coast beaches being perceived as either over-crowded or that they could do with fewer people. This shows that carrying capacity by people’s perceptions has already been reached on the Gold Coast’s most popular beaches. This conclusion is also evident from the photo choices made by participants.

With the aim of this research to provide new knowledge on the current management and measurement techniques used on the Gold Coast to help determine beach usage and carrying capacity, it is thought that once usage and carrying capacity has been determined, Gold Coast City Council can establish improved development and conservation programs. This potentially forms the basis for a future study on how to determine beach usage and possible carrying capacity involving the method of web based camera pictures.
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